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Much has been said about vineyard difficulties this past season, but at Mt.
Monument, John Heitmann our site manger exceeded all expectations
delivering impeccable quality, clean fruit to the winery that has been a pleasure
to work. So my 26th vintage, 2011 is complete and the Mt. Monument Riesling
already in bottle! The Chardonnay & Pinot Noir are sleeping peacefully in
wood, until summer warmth will wake them into second ferment.
More news is the appointment of a Victorian sales agent “The Wine Station”
for Silver Wings & Mt. Monument wines so you may see my wines around
town a little more regularly and when you do please order it and if its not on
the list—order it anyway! It all helps. My role as manager/ winemaker for Mt.
Monument has given me great pleasure (amongst the challenges) and the
vineyard is looking wonderfully ordered & disease free after much dedicated
effort. This season we will be moving to completely organic management
principles and begin the long road to certification as an ‘Organic Producer’ of
wine. This has always been our desire, but legacies from previous operators
had slowed our progress, however the access to new bacteriological sprays
developed from Tasmanian forests has opened the way for us to achieve
natural vineyard management without chemical intervention.
It’s an exciting time and I am working toward ensuring you can visit & share
some of the views from the magical Mt. Monument site this summer —
more detail to come later in the year!
Please read on to enjoy tall tales & true from the recent past.
Cheers,
Keith

OPEN WEEK at 28 Munster Terrace.
Mon. 12th through Fri. 16th Sept. 2011
Clearance Sale of discontinued export lines.

OPEN WEEKEND Sat. 17th & Sun 18th
Premium Wine Tasting & Sales
10 a.m til 5 p.m.
The final stocks of Silver Wings Sparkling ‘98 Brut, plus many other
exclusive table wines, both aged and current release.
Stock clearance sale wines & special ‘Dusty Cellar Sale’ & tasting, make
this an entire week not to miss! Cheese & bread will be available with
weekend tasting, so please bring some friends to join the fun.
Mon. to Fri.- clearance lines only for tasting
Melways 2A. E10 - Ph: 9329 8161— M: 0407 291 449

HEALTH AND WINE
The debate has resurfaced at all levels of bureaucracy and condemnation is
the order of the day – according to some medical groups, alcohol is
apparently more dangerous than Cocaine or Heroin! .. Interesting how the
truth can be distorted by individual commitments and obsessions, no matter
how clever the person may be. It’s a pity the debate is focussed on headline
seeking statements and political manoeuvrings of powerful medical
lobbyists rather than the bleeding obvious (pun intended).
The most recent health & alcohol meta-data analysis on research studies
from 1950 – 2009 focussed on 4,235 studies with only 84 meeting the
criteria of quality and depth of research in their methodology. From those,
it reveals that light to moderate drinking considerably reduces risks
associated with multiple cardiovascular diseases and in the case of wine,
all cause mortality. ref: BMJ 342,671-823;2011
It’s a shame no-one in Australian politics has the courage to demand truth
from their commissions and administrators & expose minority extremists
to stop this ‘wowser’ prohibitionist nonsense that will bring more harm
than good.

Wine Humour
A woman is sitting at home on the veranda with her husband,
and she says, "I love you."
He asks, "Is that you or the wine talking?"
She replies, "It's me............. talking to the wine."
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Three old guys are out walking.
First one says, 'Windy, isn't it?'
Second one says, 'No, it's Thursday!'
Third one says, 'So am I, let's go get a beer..'
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I want to die peacefully in my sleep, like my grandmother.
Not screaming and yelling like the passengers in her car.
____________________________________________________________

Alcohol does not solve any problem, but then neither does milk.

Lost in the N.S.W. Highlands
Recently we have joined my brother Steve & his wife in short break travel
experiences – to wine regions of course! It is proving to be both culturally
rewarding with historic insight to our rural heritage & plunging even deeper
into the developments of wine in these regions, and great fun as four like
minded people travelling together. Humour is the order of the day and with a
unified aversion to commercial television, we play cards at night .. and
sometimes during the day! Five Hundred is our game of choice and as
‘girls Vs boys’ it becomes quite competitive, so at the end of the Kangaroo
Island tour & disgraced by losing, Steve & I burned the cards, dutifully placed
them in a tiny urn & we now play for the ashes!
Our latest tour was through the southern highlands of N.S.W., much of which I
had not visited for 40 years or more. Significant change has taken place in
many areas although the further from Sydney you travel, the less evident that
becomes. There are some beautiful towns surviving as cultural icons along the
way, one of which is Berrima. This region has the summer heat tempered at
night by the 600m average elevation, offering large diurnal temperature
variation and there are some excellent wineries developing here. The most
impressive we visited being Centennial vineyards and Tertini Estate has some
stand out Rieslings and Pinot Noir & worthy of following their progress.
With the girls losing the ‘ashes’ this tour we are committed to a third &
deciding tour around Beechworth this Spring!

The TERROR of TERROIR
‘Terroir’ is a word often bandied around in wine circles, some insist upon a
literal translation of the French expression, but it should be seen as much
more. Terroir is a description of flavours and/or bouquet created by a broad
range of influences upon a particular vineyard site or even micro site, and it
is unique to that site. It was never meant to refer to what some claim as
‘Regional Terroir’ – more correctly know as Regional influence or climatic
zone, which will effect an individual site to create the terroir. The greatest
offence is made by journalists calling a blended wine as ‘showing terroir’, it
is simply another example of marketing mistruths. In most warm climates
where full ripeness is virtually guaranteed each vintage, the temptation to
look for over-ripe fruit characters (early consumption styles), conceals most
varietal & soil definition within grape composition that may have created
‘terroir’ from within. In hot climates, tannins begin to desiccate from very
early stages of grape development and many precursors of terroir are lost,
with the high alcohols and unfermented sugars hiding the rest. Abundant
sunshine and water mean almost any grape variety can be grown and wine
styles are a decision of the winemaker or accountant. Conversely, cold
climates develop strong varietal and soil characteristics as ripeness comes
slowly and coupled with traditional techniques is the reason that my wines
taste ‘different’ to many other winemakers, ‘terroir’ is unique – enjoy it! But
it comes at a cost. Cold climate crop loads are always low & too many years
are further reduced due to extreme weather conditions, with total losses in
some seasons. Some varieties of grapes are not suitable and cannot be grown,
and with ripeness not assured, many wine styles cannot be made. Similarly
in warm climates, low crop levels & minimal irrigation plus suitable varietal
selection are essential to retain fruit & tannin intensity. It’s a tough game to
live on the ‘cutting edge’ of wine production, as you tend to bleed regularly,
but when nature is kind and vineyard management good, the wine offerings
are unsurpassable. If not already a member I encourage you to join my news
membership as soon as possible to ensure access when some of the great
wines of the past two seasons become
available.
Keith
Silly Rhymes.
Mary had a little lamb, it ran into a pylon.
10,000 volts went through it’s bones
And turned its wool to nylon.

Why I Use Corks!
I don't actually, I use a modern reconstituted equivalent developed from
natural cork material. The rush to screw caps for Australian wines has been
unique in a global sense, at present over 95% of our wines are utilising this
seal however, only accounting for 19% of all wine globally. So why is this?
First, I should point out that the corporations controlling our industry are the
major investors in production of screw closures & it serves their best interests
to promote those closures heavily. Second, it is a wonderful seal to retain
freshness for styles of wine that otherwise would deteriorate rapidly under
traditional closures, in other words they are made to drink now and utilise the
hermetic seal (airless) to offer some aging potential. Third, the cork industry
proved itself unreliable and dishonest in their dealings with Australian
wineries and there was a rush to escape the commercial difficulties.
However, the trials I have conducted with screw caps show a very different
result for traditional wine styles made to cellar age by retaining high acids and
tannins when young. These wines never develop anywhere near their full
potential under screw cap and rather than developing the complex characters
sought for in aged wines, remain disjointed and crude under hermetic
closures.
As the wines I produce are traditional in their balance of acids & tannins and
require aging to show their best, I utilise a taint free seal DIAM that offers the
same oxygen ingress as the highest quality cork, without the multiple risks
associated with the poor standards of natural corks.
Keith

GOOD NEWS FOR WINE ENTHUSIASTS
An introductory 3 x 750ml bottle Taste Pack of my
premium wines available for you to sample.

Each 3 pack will contain:1 x 2006 Vincenzo’s Old Vines Mourvedre/ Shiraz
1 x 4th and final release ‘98 Macedon Brut
1 x Cellar Reserve 1998 ‘Minus Five’ Cabernet
Detailed tasting notes for each wine and recommended food matches.
Price: $80 plus postage $14 (Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide)
plus $10 insurance— S.E. Aust. only.

Total Value $104 - Special offer $80 delivered, fully insured.
Refer to Order Form P.7.

The Dusty Cellar Sale.
Sat. 17th & Sun. 18th September 2011
10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
At my tasting room: 28 Munster Tce.
A unique opportunity to taste & buy great wines from 1990 vintage
onward in very limited quantities.
These wines represent the best of my Museum stocks aged in
underground cellars and in excellent condition.
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir & Cabernet/Merlot complete with cellar dust!
Come & join this once in a life time opportunity.

~ORDER FORM ~
Silver Wings Premium Wines
Dozen (mixed or straight) lots only delivered
(Price: single bottle/dozen)
Bottles Dozens Total $
'98er Brut Macedon

($29/ $348)

2006 Vincenzo’s Old Vines
Mourvedre/ Shiraz($27/$324)
1999 Pinot Noir
The Winemakers Alms ($45/$540)

……/………/………
...…./………/………
..….../………/………

1998 Cab. /Merlot Minus Five ($25/$300) ……/………/………
*Plus delivery cost (see below) $........………….
*Optional insurance (see below) $..........…………
*3 bott. x tasting pack (see opp. page) ………………..

$ 80.00

Total $.............................
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: CHQ//MC/VISA
Credit Card No
exp.date........./……….
NAME.................................................................................…………….
Address.....................................................................................................
…………………………………………. Postcode............………….
Phone (BH).........................…………(AH)..............................................
Email:.............................………………….........................
Special Delivery Instructions:
..................................................................................................................
FREIGHT RATES (Free for 2+ cases to same address)
MELBOURNE $5.00 per case VIC COUNTRY $10.00 per case
INTERSTATE $13.00 per case PERTH, WA $22.00 per case
*INSURANCE: Victoria $7.00 All other States $10.00
(Covers any breakages during transit. Silver Wings takes no responsibility for
breakages during transit of uninsured wine)
Mail to: Silver Wings 28 Munster Tce Nth Melb. 3051
Tel: (03) 9329 8161 or M: 040729 1449 Fax: (03) 9329 6879
e-mail : keith@siverwingswines.com
www.silverwingswines.com

The Serious Trouble with Serial Tasters
Since the modern rise to prominence of the wine show system, there remains
serious questions over what they actually achieve, other than publicity for
those who can afford the costs of media coverage. Wine corporations are
heavily geared to the wine show circuit to achieve retail results through their
sales outlet monopolies, but for the smaller players the costs heavily outweigh
the potential benefits, so let’s look at how wines are judged and medals are
awarded.
First, There are both human & technical limitations to judging:
1/ No food. It is important to recognise that food acids, smells, flavours &
textures significantly change the physical ability of humans to detect tastes &
flavours. For instance, a wine showing an excess of astringent tannins without
food, can taste soft & fruity when consumed with rich or fatty foods.
Conversely forward fruity wines tasted without food, usually taste insipid or
sweet with a meal (a growing international criticism of Australian wines
despite strings of gold medals). To my knowledge there is only one wine
show (The Sydney International TOP 100 Competition) that attempts to taste
wine in the circumstances best reflecting how wine is usually consumed –
with food. This format often alters how wines judged without food are
subsequently rated with food, although because of the sheer logistics of such
an exercise, there is a culling process within the first session (without food).
2/ Acute time limits assessing each wine. Depending on the scale of the
show, the time allocated to assess each wine usually runs to about 30 seconds
at most. There are often 100 or more wines in a tasting bracket so first, an
arbitrary score is allocated from which the judge attempts to rate all other
subsequent wines. The body fat within the mouth & tongue is increasingly
stripped away from the tissue which becomes more sensitive to both acid &
tannin so a dry wine tasting balanced at the beginning, may taste tannic at the
end of the first session & even more confusing in a following sequence when
tannin numbing is reality. Broad ripe styles stand out & residual sweetness
often misinterpreted as quality fruit.
3/ What makes ‘Best style & quality’? Both quality and wine style are an
arbitrary choice within the parameters of a particular show & are set by the
committee or Chairman. It remains fact that no one wine has ever received
Gold medals in every National show in which it has been entered. It is not
uncommon for a wine receiving a Gold medal in one show to not gain a
Bronze in another. Wine style is often a fashion statement, and many awards
are issued to inferior wines because they are the newest trend setters in the
direction that certain influences wish the Industry to run.
Post assessment discussion to achieve effective results, is often unduly
influenced by individual personalities and their favoured preferences, causing
reassessments to either make or break the points achieved by the panel.

The Serious Trouble with Serial Tasters Continued:

The resultant claims of quality from these events grow with absurdity at every
marketing whim .. “Best Wine of the World” is classically ridiculous. These
decisions of what dictates quality wine are arbitrary & subject to commercial
manipulation.
4/ Who are the judges? Many are corporate winemakers given time from
their duties to help determine winning wine styles they have produced, or are
about to. There are a number of truly independent wine judges, but they suffer
the rigours of a system designed to gain results for the mass retailing of
corporate produce and some are rarely in the financial position to have ever
tasted some of the World’s great wines or even the second tier. Sadly,
winemakers are very underpaid for their technical qualifications and their
skills. The individual judges personal tasting experience of different varieties
and styles will dictate favourites & the commercial pressures of their
employers is very real. Australia’s National shows exclude small producers
from exhibiting through volume requirements and should they occasionally
produce enough, truly unique & great wines are rarely if ever given show
credibility. It’s little wonder that small wineries don’t enter competitions & as
such the Show judging system may be interpreted culturally as little more than
a technological development of the “six o’clock swill’ that we have
successfully exported to the rest of the world. As an achievement, show
results mean that the wine should at least be fault free, however the best person to decide on quality is yourself.

Thought for the Day
The voices in my head may not be real,
………..but they have some good ideas!

State of Wine Play
If mouth drying tannins are the basis of all the great red wines of the world,
why has Australian wine replaced tannin structure with forward, sweet fruit
styles? The answer lies in the commercialisation of the Industry during the 20
years from the late 1970’s. The combination of huge taxation changes
suddenly exposed traditional rural wine companies to asset plundering by the
‘smart money’ people, and their affinity with the greed of several winemaking
messiahs, saw changes in the entire Industry structure within an astonishingly
short time. The lack of effective regulations on anti-competitive behaviour by
corporations and monopolies made it feasible, and the wine show system was
rapidly utilised to offer legitimacy to their expansion plans.
To allow for wine sales growth, harsh flavours (tannins) were to be avoided
and so the ‘drink now’ concept was introduced as ‘modern’ and inoffensive
styles were developed to attract previous non-wine consumers.
During the late 80’s & early 90’s a few avaricious wine gurus declared “there
are no great aged wines that were not well balanced when young” – one of the
greatest loads of codswallop ever pushed onto consumers and intimidated
winemakers alike. One of these self confessed messiahs also pedalled sweet
Rieslings as the ultimate of their style, awarding them trophies galore –
consequently destroying Australia’s’ most traditional dry white wine style, and
forever crippling it’s public acceptance.
Most of Australia’s over-ripe syrupy wine styles I find barely palatable with
many undrinkable. Sound cynical? – you bet! The ‘corporatisation’ of the
Australian Wine Industry is the greatest in any country on earth and when
coupled with the duopoly of corporate alcohol retail licenses, we are the
drinkers’ embodiment of George Orwell’s greatest fears.
And the media …. Current UK insights into journalistic practise have not even
turned toward wine columnists & is not likely to. In Australia it’s all very
comfortable “finger in glove” stuff and there is no-one likely to challenge the
gravy train, and even if they did would they be heard? As an example, I
submitted an opinion to many publications, contrary to that of the ‘Wine
Australia’ push, in attempt to broaden the ‘Industry Restructuring’ debate.
Only one minor Rural Independent periodical & one web-based independent
newsletter published the article.
The Australian Wine Industry is in diabolical trouble with disproportionate
corporate ownership having pushed Australia’s image & produce into
unsustainably low price points. With consumer indifference, it may stay that
way forever, so be discerning, sceptical of marketing claims & buy quality.
Keith

Little Known Wine Facts
Wine Industry Capacities
Oak Barrels: Barriques

220lts for U.S
228lts for French & Australian made.
Hogs Heads 290lts U.S.
310lts French & Aust.
Puncheon
500lts

Bottles:
Half
Full
Magnum
Jeroboam
Rehoboam
Methuselah
Salmanazar
Balthazar
Nebuchadnezzar

Millilitres
375
750
1500
3000
4500
6000
9000
12000
15000

Fluid Ounces
13
26
52
104
156
208
312
416
520

Lost in Translation (photo above)
As somewhat of a linguistic cripple when it comes to foreign languages, I
sometimes enjoy the irony in foreign attempts at English. Hence in France recently
we were deciphering delectable options from a French menu when our host
realised we were struggling and kindly produced an English menu – or so he
thought! It almost brought us to tears of laughter and did nothing to illuminate the
delights of his cuisine. Here’s a little example of what can happen when relying on
literal translations from Microsoft:
Round lamb, with grass and thrown salad with boiled & forgotten vegetables.
What a hoot!

Which is True?
*China declares war on Tony Abbot for meeting Dalai Lama. Abbot claims
ignorance by saying he thought he was meeting the Pope.
*Sydney Swans split, seeing red over Natalie Portman.
* Julia Gillard reveals blonde pubic hair…..
* Swans star Natalie Portman gives birth to black baby...er.. Black Swan star
Natalie P ….
*Silver Wings open Week runs from Sept. 12th til 18th.
* Large mineral seam discovered under Perth, Wayne Swan vows to get
cracking on digging it up.
* Elvis found not to be dead, only "Planking"
* Hugh Hefner‘s fiancée leaves Hugh for older guy.
* Docklands last blade of grass “suitable site for high-rise” declares Robert
Doyle.
* Black star Natalie Portman gives birth to Wayne Swans baby...er

Curiosity caught
the Cat!

Please help improve my e-Newsletter List
List
Please register…

update ……

or …..

remove

my name from the Silver Wings Newsletter list:
I wish to receive the email version ONLY.
Name:........................................................................................................................
Address:......................................................................................................................
……...........................................Ph……………………………………………….
Email: ............................................................................................................……..
Return this form to: keith@silverwingswines.com OR
Silver Wings Winemaking 28 Munster Terrace. Nth. Melbourne. Vic 3051
Ph: 03 9329 8161 M: 0407 291449 Fax: 03 9329 6879

